Designing Character-Based Console Games

In todays game market more games are
developed for the XboxA, PlayStationA,
and NintendoA systems than for the PC, so
designers and developers need to hone their
skills and learn console specific techniques
in order to succeed in this very competitive
field. Designing Character-Based Console
Games delves into the intricacies and
technical details of console design, while
covering the broader aspects of design that
apply to all types of games, including
action-adventure, first person shooters, and
role-playing games. It offers a starting
point for any budding designer, a point of
reference for anyone who wants to learn
more about how games are made, and a
few choice nuggets of information for the
expert. By following the process of design
from start to finish, the book teaches
best-practice design methods to help
designers avoid repeating common
mistakes. It provides a thorough discussion
of gameplay and how to design it
effectively, and how to write the narrative
and develop the characters. It explores the
important aspects of a character-based
game design, including game structure,
character control, and combat. Specifics on
viewpoint
&
cameras,
artificial
intelligence, physics, environments, audio,
interface design, economies, and game
balancing are also covered in detail.

A console game is a form of interactive multimedia used for entertainment. The game consists .. He was created as a
character for the Donkey Kong arcade game and wasnt what they could use based on the availability on the console but
some languages became .. Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adams on Game Design. Book Excerpt: Designing
Character-Based Console Games The submission process is a required stage of console development, where
theDesigning Character-Based Console Games . Implementing Key Account Management: Designing Customer-Centric
Processes for Mutual Growth.Video game music is the soundtrack that accompanies video games. Early video game
music . allowed the tones to be manipulated to have different sound characteristics, It took some years before Amiga
game designers learned to wholly use . It is common for X-games sports-based video games to come with some Todays
feature for Gamasutra sister educational site Game Career Guide highlights the designers role in making an
accomplished consoleA ROM cartridge, sometimes referred to simply as a cartridge or cart, is a removable enclosure
ROM cartridges can be used to load software such as video games or other SNK still released games on the
cartridge-based Neo Geo until 2004, with the final . Better Game Characters by Design: A Psychological
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Approach.First-person shooter (FPS) is a video game genre centered around gun and other weapon-based combat in .
Some game designs have realistic models of actual existing or historical weapons, . Atari ST, featured maze-based
gameplay and character designs similar to Pac-Man, but displayed in a first-person perspective.Careful character design
is a way to strengthen a role-playing game In this paper I discuss the importance of character-based writing in role- 1
Game critic Steven Poole has presented similar arguments in the context of video games in his.783Half-Life 2 Prima
Game Guide 784Half-Life 2: Episode One story page Designing character-based console games (2007), Charles River
Media. 794JunioThe history of video games goes as far back as the early 1950s, when academic computer scientists
began designing simple games and simulations as part of their research. By 1989 the market for cartridge-based console
games was more than $2 billion, while that for disk-based computer games was less than $300A Design Approach and
Its Foundations in Character Engagement Petri Lankoski. Press. CHURCH, D. Designing Character-Based Console
Games. Boston:The following video games are noted for their negative reception. They include games that won . E.T.
the Extra-Terrestrial for the Atari 2600 was based on Steven Spielbergs 1982 film of the same name, and . had granted
Philips licenses to use some of their major characters in games for their Philips CD-i system. Image for The 50 Greatest
Video Game Characters be they cultural icon, inspired innovation or a masterpiece of character design. Based in part
on the Uncle Moneybags character from Monopoly, Vault-Boy is the Fallout
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